Fact Sheet

Sirenum Engage
The only complete, branded, and
configurable mobile engagement app.

Engage your workers to reduce employee turnover
These days, our employees expect a top-notch mobile
engagement experience. Digital engagement is proven
to attract talent and reduce operational costs.
Sirenum Engage is a complete engagement platform that
unifies all digital engagement channels such as
onboarding, payslips, job opportunities, geofenced
clock-in, timesheeting, HR, expenses and more.
It’s bespoke and white-labelled – so you can use your
secret sauce in attracting and managing your talent.
With Sirenum Engage you can add your own touch by
your own onboarding, HR and operational process.

Benefits
• Reduce onboarding costs by
up to $100 per person
• Launch your own self-service,
branded mobile app in six days
• Process paryoll 75% faster
• Reduce HR costs by 56%
• Reduce absenteeism by 41%

Sirenum Engage will delight your staff. It provides the
one thing we all want – control over our lives. Your
talent can view jobs, apply, receive shift alerts, clock in,
submit their timesheets, upload their expenses and even
chat with their hiring manger or their colleagues. All in
one tool. Too good to be true? Book a demo today!

Reduce costs

•

Reduce employee turnover

•

Mitigate risk
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Comprehensive
“To stay competitive, we need to make onboarding cost effective and pleasant for our candidates”, said one of our clients. “We
have a whole suite of digital channels for our staff. But our staff
have to download one mobile app to get onboarded, one to
receive their shifts, a third to upload their expenses, a fourth to
view their payslips…. That won’t do!”
Are you also struggling with multiple applications? Do you also
get frustrated with remembering the passwords to all your
apps? This is why we created Sirenum Engage, a complete
engagement experience to aggregate all engagement channels
into one attractive mobile solution.

Bespoke
Sirenum understands recruitment. We know that a senior IT
developer is onboarded differently to nurses or chefs. We
know you need to design your processes with each of your
roles. We know that one size does not fit all.
That is why Sirenum Engage is not a mobile app, it is a mobile
platform. With Engage you can create custom business flows
per job. Adding screens, buttons, flows and even full functionalities can be done quickly, cheaply and most importantly – by
your own IT team.

Branded
The relationship you have with your candidates IS your business and you must protect it. Engage will
protect your brand, and your relationship by building a comprehensive digital engagement solution –
with your own brand.

Build vs Buy? No Contest
Sirenum Engage is doing to mobile engagement apps what Salesforce did to CRMs. That’s why we
call it an engagement platform. Engage makes buying the technology the obvious option with a
quick time-to-value, low costs, and seamless upgrades to ensure your brand is as snazzy in five years
as it is today.
You wouldn’t dream of building your own CRM. Yet not long ago, standard CRMs could not support
the secret sauce – your special engagement process with clients that made your businesses stand
out. Revolutionary CRM technology changed all that, and these days many business are replacing
their legacy CRMs with Salesforce or its competitors at a great cost.

Learn More

To learn more about how Sirenum can help you improve employee engagement through a configurable
mobile app, please visit sirenum.com/engage today.
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